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Abstract
The functionalities that are important to the users of web archives range from basic searching and browsing to
advanced personalized and customized services, data mining, and website reconstruction. The author examined ten of
the most established English language web archives to determine which functionalities each of the archives
supported, and how they compared. A functionality checklist was designed, based on use cases created by the
International Internet Preservation Consortium (IIPC), and the findings of two related user studies. The functionality
review was conducted, along with a comprehensive literature review of web archiving methods, in preparation for the
development of a web archiving course for Library and Information School students. This paper describes the
functionalities used in the checklist, the extent to which those functionalities are implemented by the various
archives, and discusses the author's findings.
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Introduction
In order to preserve human cultural heritage and to keep continuity of access to content that has already disappeared
from the web, or soon will disappear, many libraries and archives have started to archive web resources. Much has
been reported about how libraries and archives select, acquire, store, organize and describe web resources for
preservation. As libraries and archives become more settled with these collection‐building practices, they need to pay
more attention to the users, usability, and functionality of web archives, since the ultimate purpose of archiving web
resources is to use them.
There have been a limited number of studies on the uses and functionalities of web archives. The International
Internet Preservation Consortium (IIPC) Access Group has defined a variety of use cases that web archives are
expected to support (IIPC Access Working Group, 2006). Each of these use cases requires a number of functionalities.
Many of these functionalities, such as "search by URL", are basic to search and retrieval in web archives. A number of
functionalities, such as "data mining," require more advanced means of information discovery and analysis. The IIPC
use cases can be used as best practice guidelines for the functionalities of web archives.
After the publication of the IIPC use cases, two user studies identified user expected or preferred functionalities. Ras
& Bussel (2007) studied user needs and identified potential types of users of web archives of the National Library of
the Netherlands (KB). Based on their user study, Ras & Bussel identified user‐preferred search interface features of
web archives, which include both usability and functionality features.
The most recent user study on web archives was conducted by Costa & Silva (2010) on the Portuguese Web Archive
(PWA). They studied the needs and behaviors of people searching the PWA. They found that searching for a known
page or site was more frequent than collecting information about a subject written about in the past, which was
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more frequent than performing web‐based transactions. Another finding is that users prefer the oldest documents
over the newest. This study also identified user preferred or expected functionalities. For example, although users
prefer full‐text search over URL searches, URL queries are common and should be supported. Specialized search
engines for images, videos and old news, and the ability to demonstrate the evolution of a page or site, are also
expected.
To expand upon the findings of a comprehensive literature review of web archiving methods, the author conducted an
overview of the functionalities supported by current web archives, by creating a checklist of functionalities based on
the IIPC use cases and the two user studies mentioned above. This checklist, found at Appendix 1, was used as a
benchmark to evaluate the functionalities of ten member web archives of IIPC. Although the sample size is small due
to language barriers, and the access restrictions of some web archives, the findings did reveal the current
functionalities provided by some of the most established web archives in the English speaking world (or for which
there is an English language interface). The findings also highlight the gap between the current functionalities, and
the expected functionalities identified by the IIPC use cases and recent user studies. The checklist and current
findings may help to inform the functionality design of future web archives and assist future archivists. The checklist
can also be used as an evaluation or self‐assessment tool for existing web archives.

Methodology
Web archives evaluated
This project evaluated the functionalities of ten member archives of IIPC. IIPC has a web archive registry,
netpreserve.org (International Internet Preservation Consortium), that includes 24 web archives. The archive of one
of the 24, Bibliotheca Alexandrina, is a mirror site of the Internet Archive (IA), and provides identical functionalities
to the IA Wayback Machine. Since IA is also on the registry, Bibliotheca Alexandrina's web archive was excluded from
the study. Eight of the archives are either dark archives or allow only onsite access, making them inaccessible.
Fourteen web archives are publicly accessible online; however, only nine of them, listed below, have an English
interface:
IA Wayback Machine (started in 1996)
Preserving and Accessing Networked Documentary Resources of Australia (PANDORA) Web Archive created by
the National Library of Australia (started in 1996)
UK Government Web Archive created by the UK National Archives (started in 1997)
New Zealand Web Archive of the National Library of New Zealand (started in 1999)
Library of Congress Web Archives (started in 2000)
Web Archiving Service (WAS) of the California Digital Library(started in 2003)
Government of Canada Web Archive created by Library and Archives Canada (started in 2005)
Web Archive Collection Service (WAX) created by Harvard University Library (launched in 2009, piloted in
2006)
UK Web Archive provided by the British Library in partnership with the National Library of Wales, Joint
Information Systems Committee and the Wellcome Library (started in 2005)
The Archive‐It service (started in 2005) is provided by IA and is not listed as a separate member on the IIPC registry.
However, Archive‐It and the IA Wayback Machine provide very different functionalities. They were included as two
separate web archives in this study, bringing the total to ten.
These ten web archives vary in their collection scope, size and age. At the time of the study, IA Wayback Machine was
15 years old, but WAX was only two years old. The collection scope of IA Wayback Machine is the most comprehensive,
followed by the web archives of several national libraries. The UK Government Web Archive and Government of
Canada Web Archive preserve only government websites. WAX, due to its very young age and the fact that it is
provided by a university library, only had four collections at the time of this study.
Unlike the other eight web archives, WAS and Archive‐It are service providers that provide technical infrastructure,
data storage and training for other organizations. Subscribers of WAS and Archive‐It can focus on resource
management issues such as organization, description and access control, and do not need to worry about the technical
concerns of web archiving. These two service providers also represent the web archiving practices of a large number
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of organizations in the United States. As of April 2011, WAS had 16 subscribers and Archive‐It had over 160
subscribers, including national libraries, state libraries and archives, academic libraries and government agencies.
Many subscribers provide a link on their websites to Archive‐It and do not have their own web archive interface, such
as the Arizona State Library, Archives and Public Records and the Michigan Government Web Collection.
Although ten web archives sounds like a small sample size, their status as member archives of IIPC shows that they
are among the most established web archives in the world. In addition, since many subscribers rely on WAS and
Archive‐It to provide an access interface, the functionalities of these two web archives also represent the
functionalities of the web archive collections created by many other organizations.
Creation of the functionality checklist
The IIPC use cases were divided into five categories. The "Use Cases for Archive Internal Use" in the last category were
excluded from this study because they were created for people who build the web archives. Content analysis was
conducted on the first four categories of the use cases. Functionalities required to support each use case were
identified. For example, one use case states:
"Jane Jones learns that a competitor of her company copied the appearance, including trademarks, of her
business website, and engaged in a mass mailing to customers directing them to the spoofed website, where
some were tricked into supplying proprietary information. By the time legal action is contemplated, the
competitor has removed the offending material from the website, but copies exist in the ArcSys. Jane Jones keys
in the URL and relevant dates of the offending website, and wishes to receive evidentiary‐quality printouts of
the relevant pages, which may require signed declarations of ArcSys personnel." (IIPC Access Working Group,
2006, p. 8)
This use case requires the following functionalities: search by URL, record the dates on which the URL was harvested,
allow people to print out authentic copies and certify the authenticity of a printed copy.
Some functionalities, such as search by URL, were identified from more than one use case. The duplicates were
removed and all the remaining functionalities identified from the use cases were gathered together, and combined
with the user‐preferred or expected functionalities extracted from the two users studies (Ras & Bussel, 2007; Costa &
Silva, 2010). There was also overlap in the functionalities identified from the two user studies and those from the use
cases. Again, duplicates were discarded. In the end, all the remaining functionalities were re‐organized into groups:
search parameters, search results, browsing, policy‐related functionalities, personalized services, data mining, and
reconstruction of lost websites. The final functionality checklist found at Appendix 1 was thus created.
Method of investigation
The ten archives were evaluated using the checklist in April 2011. The author mined the interfaces of targeted web
archives thoroughly to find out whether each functionality was supported by each web archive. This included reading
information about the archives (Frequently Asked Questions, technical information, statistics reports, etc.),
conducting searches, observing the ranking and presentation of search results and the way un‐archived web pages
were dealt with, trying to print the web pages, and testing whether the forms and search boxes work in some web
archives. Based on this exploration, the author judged whether each functionality was supported, and then recorded
the findings in a table. The results were either "Yes," "No," or "No information found", occasionally supplemented by
notes about how the functionality was supported. The author also recorded some functionalities provided by the web
archives but not covered by the checklist, and some evident usability issues discovered along the way. One item on the
checklist, "Archived websites are the same as the original version of this site" was not used in the evaluation because
the original versions of many archived websites are no longer available on the Internet.

Findings and Discussion
Search parameters
Search by URL and Keyword: URL is the mostly widely supported search parameter followed by keyword. Six
web archives support search by exact URL. The other four support search by URL as a keyword. Searching by
exact URL and searching using a URL as a keyword sometimes return different search results. Searching the URL
"www.umich.edu" at IA Wayback Machine will only return web pages at that URL, whereas searching using that
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URL as a keyword at Archive‐It will return results that contain the URL anywhere in the archived web content,
for example, "http://www.ischool.utoronto.ca/resources/inforum/blog/2005/04/www.umich.edu" (contains
www.umich.edu in the URL) or "http://www.michigan.gov/dmva" (contains www.umich.edu on the web page).
The Library of Congress Web Archives and the New Zealand Web Archive support keyword search on bibliographic
records. The other web archives support keyword search on the full text of web pages.
Domain‐based search: Five web archives support restricting a search by domain, offering users the option of
searching content within a single website. PANDORA allows a search to be limited to a given Top Level Domain,
e.g., .gov or .edu.
Narrow the search by date: Six web archives support narrowing searches by date, and the granularity of the
dates varies. The Government of Canada Web Archive, IA Wayback Machine and UK Web Archive allow the user
to limit the search to a time period defined by days (YY/MM/DD ‐ YY/MM/DD). Archive‐It can limit the search to
a time period defined by months (YY/MM ‐ YY/MM). PANDORA allows its users to limit the search to a time
period defined by years (YY‐YY). The Library of Congress allows the user to restrict the search to a particular
year. Theoretically, larger web archives need more detailed granularity to avoid very long lists of search results.
It is not known how these web archives decide the granularity nor whether the size of the web archives plays a
role in their decision.
Narrow search by media type: Seven web archives support searching by media type. The media type list
provided by the web archives varies. The UK Government Web Archive lists only two types: HTML and PDF,
whereas the UK Web Archive lists eight media types: HTML, PDF, MS Word, MS Excel, PPT, images, video and
audio. This difference might be caused by the differences in the web archives, as the UK Web Archive is broader
and may contain more media types. The web archives also categorized media types differently. For example, IA
Wayback Machine uses "text" as the media type, while Government of Canada lists specific types of text: 'DOC'
and 'HTML'. The UK Web Archive lists 'MS Word', 'MS Excel' and 'PPT', whereas WAS uses 'Office Documents', which
covers all three types in the UK Web Archive. In most web archives, the search by media type feature is provided
on the search interface as a drop‐down box and serves as a pre‐search filter, as shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Media type as pre‐search filter.
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The UK Web Archive presents this feature as icons on the search results page and uses them as a post‐search
filter. When a user clicks on an icon, the search results are filtered by the media type represented by that icon,
as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Media type as post‐search filter.
Integrated search: All web archives that are affiliated with a traditional library are accessible through the
library catalog (the New Zealand Web Archive, PANDORA, WAX and the Library of Congress Web Archives).
Archive‐It provides an integrated search interface for the web archive collections of all its subscribers. WAS
provides separate search interfaces for each collection but does not support an integrated search on the whole
web archive. In other words, the search interface shown in Figure 1 is provided for each collection in WAS, and
there is no such interface for the whole web archive of WAS. IA's Wayback Machine archive is accessible through
the integrated search portal for all the IA collections. The UK Government Web Archive is integrated with the
live government websites. When a requested URL is no longer available from the UK government live website,
the request is automatically redirected to the UK Government Web Archive.
Unsupported search parameters: None of the web archives support searching for identical copies using MD5
fingerprint, or searching based on genre and update frequency. Safe search to filter out adult content was not
found in any of the ten web archives. The scope and highly selective nature of some of these web archives may
make such a safe search feature unnecessary. For example, the Government of Canada Web Archive and UK
Government Web Archive only archive government websites; it is thus highly unlikely that those archives include
adult content. Web archives that do bulk harvesting, such as the IA Wayback Machine, are likely to include adult
content. The author was able to find adult websites using the IA Wayback Machine. For example, according to
the search results page of IA, the porn website http://www.pornhub.com/ has been crawled 429 times since
February 1, 2001. There are no access restrictions on these archived versions.
Usability issues on the search interface: Although not intended, some usability issues affecting functionality
were identified. WAX provides a very simple Google‐like search box, and there is no advanced search option on
the search interface. The "help" link, which provides instructions for conducting advanced searches, is at the
bottom of the page, far away from the search box itself, as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: The search interface of WAX.
The instructions on the help page of WAX require users to use a certain syntax to conduct advanced searches. For
example, to limit a search to files of a particular PDF format, the user needs to type in the search box: "type:
application/pdf". In this example, users also need to memorize and type in the MIME type instead of choosing
one from a list. At a time when search interfaces are becoming more user‐centered and easier to use, this
interface looks primitive. The very short history of this web archive may explain this obvious usability issue.
However, similar problems also exist in web archives that have a longer history, although to a lesser degree.
PANDORA and Library of Congress also provide only one simple search interface, and leave instructions for
advanced search only in the "help" text. See Figure 4.
The PANDORA "help" page also provides a link to the advanced search interface. This link should be provided on
the same web page as the single search box, since according to Ras & Bussel (2007), few users will use the "help"
page.
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Figure 4: The search and browse interface of PANDORA.

Search results
All the web archives present all archived versions of a URL, the date and time when each version was captured,
and group all archived versions of a URL together. Five web archives provide a content summary for each
returned URL that is automatically extracted from the archived web page. See Figure 5.

Figure 5: Content summary in the search results of Archive‐It.
The Library of Congress and the New Zealand Web Archive provide a bibliographic record for each returned
result instead of a content summary. See Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Search results page from the Library of Congress Web Archives.
Other web archives return only matching URLs with their capture dates. IA Wayback Machine presents the
resulting URLs in the format of a calendar. See Figure 7. The UK Web Archive presents the resulting URLs as a
list as shown previously in Figure 2. All the web archives support navigation through hyperlinks, just like surfing
on the Web.

Figure 7: The calendar view of search results at IA Wayback Machine.
Group search results by domain: Five web archives show the hierarchical relationships between websites and
the pages that belong to those websites. In other words, all of the web pages from the same web site that
match the search criteria are grouped together in the search results. (See the example from Archive‐It in Figure
5.) The UK Web Archive and UK Government Web Archive return matching web pages from the same website as
different search results. Fortunately, pages from the same website are listed adjacent to each other. Thus, users
are still able to see all web pages from the same site, although the results are not hierarchically presented. (See
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the earlier example from the UK Web Archive in Figure 2.)
Persistent identifiers: Four web archives provide persistent identifiers for archived web pages. PANDORA
provides persistent identifiers for citing a title (a journal, a website, etc.) and the component parts of a title
(e.g. an article within an issue of an electronic journal, or an image or a table within a web site). The
persistent identifier for a title is ready‐made. The persistent identifiers for a part of a title can be automatically
generated upon request by using the citation service. The Library of Congress Web Archives provides a citation ID
in its metadata records for websites and suggests that users include this citation ID when citing the archived web
page. WAX offers ready‐made citations in three styles — APA, Chicago and MLA — for three levels of resources: a
web archive collection, a website and an individual archived version of a website. A URL is included in the
ready‐made citation format. Since this URL is used for the citation, it should be a persistent identifier. WAS
displays persistent identifiers (archival URL) in the banner on top of the browser window for each archived web
page.
Indicating archived content: All web archives construct URLs for archived web content based on the URL of the
web archive and the original URL of the archived web page. For example, by looking at this URL:
http://webarchive.loc.gov/lcwa0003/20030326083646/http://www.amnesty.org/
a user with the right experience knows that it is an archived web page from www.amnesty.org, preserved by the
Library of Congress Web Archives, and captured at 8:36:46 am on March 26, 2003. However, this URL in the
browser address bar is neither noticeable nor understandable to users who do not know how the URLs are
constructed. A better approach to indicating archived web pages is to display a banner at the top of the archived
page. All web archives except PANDORA use a banner to indicate that the version being viewed is an archived
web page. IA Wayback Machine and Archive‐It provide the option to hide or close the banner. While the option
to close the banner is useful, users who later need the information in the banner cannot re‐open it. The Library
of Congress Web Archives and the UK Web Archive provide better designs. They allow users to hide the banner
partially and recover the whole banner when needed. See Figure 8.

Figure 8: The banner from the Library of Congress Web Archives. The double arrow at the top right corner of the banner
allows users to partially hide the banner.
Printing: Three web archives do not allow users to print the banner at the top of the browser window. Two web
archives restrict certain images from printing, and the layout of the prints is also different from what is
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presented in the browser. Figure 9 compares the two layouts. The difference between the two is so dramatic
that without careful examination a user may not recognize that the two printed pages are actually the same
web page.

Figure 9: Left image: the view of an archived page in the browser from WAX. Right image: the print view of the same
page.
Certification of reliability: None of the web archives mention that they certify the reliability of records
archived in their web archives. On the contrary, several web archives (IA Wayback Machine and WAX) provide a
disclaimer saying that they are not responsible for the accuracy or reliability of content in their web archives.
PANDORA says it takes various measures to preserve the authenticity and integrity of archived resources, but
does not mention that the archive can certify the authenticity, integrity and reliability of the archived web
content. The Government of Canada Web Archive preserves government websites, which are more likely to be
used for government accountability. However, even that web archive provided a disclaimer for the reliability
and authenticity of its archived web resources.
Three items on the functionality checklist are about the comparison of different versions of an archived URL. IA
Wayback Machine is the only web archive that provides the functionality of comparing two versions of a web
page. However, this functionality did not work during the time this study was conducted, so it is not known to
what extent, and how, IA Wayback Machine supports the comparison of different versions of web pages.

Browsing
Eight of the ten web archives provide browsing functionality. Seven of them organize content into collections or
categories based on subject or genre, as shown in Figure 4. The Government of Canada Web Archive organizes
websites by government departments. The collection of IA Wayback Machine is very broad and there is no human
generated metadata that helps categorize its collection. However, in the future, its collection might be organized
into categories and sub‐categories based on automatically extracted metadata. For example, the collection could be
categorized first by country domains, then the web of a country could be categorized by other Top Level Domains
(.gov, .edu, etc.), each sub‐category could be further divided by genre (blogs, newspapers, virtual worlds), then
categorized by media types (PDF, HTML, video, etc.), and so on. This browsing structure would allow users to use the
web archive when they do not know a specific URL.
Policy‐related functionalities
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Policies for handling users' requests to block public access to content already in an archive, to remove content from an
archive, or to add content to an archive, are not consistent across the ten archives. For example, blocking public
access is only mentioned explicitly by WAS; the Library of Congress proactively blocks online access to websites that
they do not have permission from copyright owners to show; and PANDORA proactively restricts access to a very small
portion of titles for commercial reasons, or because their content is sensitive.
Regarding users' requests to add or remove specific URLs, WAS and six other web archives state that they have a
"takedown policy" for removing specific web pages from the archive upon users' requests. The Library of Congress
explicitly states that it does not accept user requests to add specific URLs to their archive. The UK Government Web
Archive and WAX do not mention whether they allow users to request specific URLs to be archived, but some of the
other web archives do accept user‐recommended URLs for archiving.
Personalized services
The National Library of New Zealand catalog provides personalized service for users, such as saving searches and
records for later user. Since the New Zealand Web Archive is accessible through the library catalog, the personalized
service is also available for the web archive users. However, it was not created specifically for the web archive. IA
Wayback Machine allows users to create an account, but this personal account is used for uploading and sharing
information to other databases of IA Wayback Machine and seems unrelated to the Wayback archive. No other web
archive was found to provide personalized services. PANDORA is the only web archive that publishes monthly reports
about new titles added to the web archive. This public notification is not the same as the personalized alert service
mentioned in the IIPC use cases. Personalized services are a common functionality in many traditional library OPACs
and digital libraries. They are also provided by some online archives with blended web resources and digitized
content, such as the UCLA Online Campaign Literature Archive of the University of California, Los Angeles. By adding
this functionality, web archives are more likely to be capable of attracting and keeping repeat users.
Data mining
None of the web archives show or mention that they support any of the data mining functionalities on the checklist.
The UK Web Archive offers two visualization interfaces based on the mining of its archived content: tag clouds and a
3D wall. However, it does not seem to provide data mining functionalities for researchers. None of the web archives
were found to preserve website log files that include information about operating systems, web servers, versions, and
network connection speeds. Thus, these web archives are unlikely to be able to support the kind of research about the
evolution of web technology that is mentioned in IIPC use cases, although the archived web pages themselves
demonstrate the evolution of web technology. Website log files are more likely to be preserved for an organization's
internal records management purposes or for specific research purposes. All of the web archives in this study rely
mainly on online harvesting for external archiving, and this at least partially explains why they do not archive log
files.
Reconstruction of lost websites
Web archives have the potential to recover at least portions of lost websites. The tool WARRICK created by Frank
McCown for recovering lost websites relies on data from IA Wayback Machine and the caches of Google, MSN, and
Yahoo (Internet Archive Web Team, 2007). Nevertheless, none of the ten web archives evaluated in this study mention
that they support the recovery of lost websites. Two web archives mentioned there is a delay between the crawling
date and the date when the crawled resources are accessible through the web archive. The delay in WAX is at least
three months (Harvard University Library, 2009). In the case of IA Wayback Machine, the delay is 6‐12 months
(Archive‐It, 2011). This causes problems for website owners who want to recover a recently lost website as soon as
possible.
Functionalities discovered in the study that are not on the checklist
Duplicates management: IA Wayback Machine provides the option of showing duplicates in search results.
Discoverability by search engines: Several web archives explicitly state that they block search engine crawlers
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from indexing archived web pages. The Government of Canada Web Archive only allows Google to index its
main page. The UK Web Archive and PANDORA allow commercial search engines to index the information page
of each archived title. Titles archived by the UK Web Archive and PANDORA will show up in Google search results
if the right search query is used. For example, the query "Australian Industry Group/American Express cash
management — managing cash flow in troubled times" will return the archived version at PANDORA. The search
result will not lead users directly to the archived page. Instead, it brings the user to the information page about
this archived document on the PANDORA website. See Figure 10. The web page clearly shows the requested
document is archived by PANDORA and keeps users from confusing it with the live website. A similar mechanism
is used by the UK Web Archive.

Figure 10: A Google search result for a web page archived by PANDORA.
Indicating non‐archived content: When a requested URL is not archived, all of the web archives return a page
showing the requested URL, why the page is not archived, and/or what users should do. IA Wayback Machine
also automatically captures the requested URL, and notifies users about this capture in the banner on top of
browser window.

Conclusions
This paper analyzed the functionalities of ten established web archives in April 2011. Some basic functionalities, such
as searching by URL and keywords, and narrowing the search by dates, domain and media type, are commonly
supported by the web archives. However, more advanced functionalities, such as data mining, personalized services,
and the reconstruction of lost websites, are not supported by any of the investigated web archives. Several web
archives were found to have obvious usability issues, such as invisible help links, hidden advanced search tools, and
segmented searching.
These findings also show where the web archives are in terms of functionalities and how they compare to the IIPC use
cases and identified user expectations. The existence of the problems does not necessarily mean that the web
archives do not care or do not have the ability to solve these issues. It is more likely that they currently focus their
attention on collection building and do not have the time to provide more advanced functionalities and improve the
usability of their web archives. This is especially true for some of the newer web archives.
The author believes that the archives will improve their functionalities and usability over time. In fact, when the
author revisited some of the archives in August 2011, approximately four months after the initial study, some
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improvements were noted. For example, the UK Web Archive had added a n‐gram search functionality, which can
display a graph showing how the search term has occurred in the UK Web Archive over time. The UK Government Web
Archive had also added a functionality that automatically clusters the search results by subjects, and allows users to
filter the search results by subjects.

Limitation of the study
This study relied solely on data gathered from the websites of ten publicly accessible web archives with an English
interface. This poses concerns about the completeness of the findings. It is possible that some web archives that are
accessible on‐site only, and non‐English web archives, provide more advanced functionalities that were not discovered
in this study. It is also possible that some functionalities, such as extracting a subset of the web archive for outside
analysis and recovering portions of lost websites, are supported but not visible on the websites of the web archives. A
more thorough study should include gathering information from the people who build and maintain the web archives,
in addition to examining the archives themselves.

Note
This study followed a comprehensive literature review and evaluation of web archiving methods conducted by this
author and reported in the article, "An Overview of Web Archiving", also published in the March/April 2012 issue of D‐
Lib Magazine.
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Appendix 1: Functionality test instrument for web archives
Basic information about the web archive:
1. Name:
2. URL:
3. Creator:
Which of the following functions are supported by the web archive? Choose all that apply:
Search parameters:
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Search by URL
Search by keyword
Boolean search
Narrow down search results by date
Search within one specific archived website
Search for identical copies using MD5 fingerprint
Search by web content characteristics rather than by keywords (e.g. update frequency, genre, media type)
The web archive is accessible through a federated search portal
Users can get access to log files of archived websites that store http response headers, download times,
transfer speeds and other relevant information.
Safe search to filter adult contents
Distinction between simple searching and advanced searching
Search results:
Search results are ranked based on relevancy to the query
Search results are grouped by domain
Users can see all archived versions of a URL
Users can see the dates on which each URL is archived
Each returned result has a content summary
Users are informed if an archived webpage has changed during a period of time
Users are informed about what parts were changed on a webpage between different archival dates
Users can get a summary of the differences of two version of an archived web page (e.g. percentage, word
count, link count, image count)
Users can navigate the archived website as it was on the internet
Each archived web page has a persistent identifier to refer to
The web archive allows users to print out relevant pages
The web archive provides signed declaration of the reliability of printouts
Indicating archived website
Archived websites are the same as the original version of this site
Indicate how a website can be accessed (online or onsite)
Browsing:
Collections in the web archive are organized into a hierarchy; users can browse the hierarchy of the
collection, narrow down by time period and domain, and browse to the intended result.
Policy‐related functionalities:
Users can request certain URLs to be archived.
Public access to certain web content can be blocked upon owner's request (take down)
Personalized services:
The web archive provides personalized web archive user interface (allow personal account). For example, it
allows users to save performed searches for reference and possible re‐searching, to bookmark some web pages
into a personal bookmark folder, and to save some documents in the web archives for further purposes.
The web archive actively notifies users about updates in the web archive by email. For example, it notifies
users every time harvests find a certain page has been updated or changed, specifying the specific changes
that have been made to a URL during a period of time.
The user will be notified through email when the URL is harvested and when the webpage becomes available
through the web archive.
Data mining:
The web archive can return graphs illustrating how certain archived websites associate with certain events in
a period of time.
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The web archive can provide linking information for an archived web page (incoming links, outgoing links,
internal links).
The web archive allows users to extract a subset of the archive based on specific criteria (time‐span, domain
name, language, file format, metadata either alone or in combination), and exports the extracted subset for
processing elsewhere.
The web archive allows users to extract a subset of the archive based on specific criteria (time‐span, domain
name, language, file format, metadata either alone or in combination), and then process and analyze data in
the web archive.
Reconstruction of lost websites:
Users can use the web archives to reconstruct a certain version of a lost website, retaining the structure of the
original web site.
Proven owners of a website can use the web archives to reconstruct a certain version of their lost website,
retaining the structure of the original web site.
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